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ABSTRACT

Higher spin theories in one and two dimensions are

considered. The analysis of the ghost sector is carried

out and a possible analogy with the ghost sector of the

superparticle and the Green-Schwarz superstring in the

covariant gauge is discussed.



1. Introduction

Considerable progress in the conotruotion of theories of

massleas higher spin fields which interact among themselves and

with gravity has recently become possible due to the introduction

of a new class of infinite dimensional higher spin superalgebras.

The algebrasshs(HJ2M), which generalize osp(Nl2K), were construc-

ted in refs./1-3/. The superalgebra of higher spins and auxiliary

fields, shaad), was constructed in ref./S/. Based on these super-

algebras, the theory of maasleas higher spin fields in adS. was

developed in refs./1-10/. In particular, in ref3./5,6/ the cubic

self-coupling and coupling with gravity of raaasless higher spin

fields were constructed which turned out to be non-analytical in

the cosmological constant. The theory beyond the cubic approxima-

tion was considered in /7/. Conformally invariant higher spin theo-

ry has been developed in /I1-16/. The Chern-Simona conformal higher

spin theory in D«2+1, which generalizes the D»2+1 conformal super-

gravity, was considered in refs./11-13/. It is based on the con-

formal superalgebra shsc(NI3) (c for conformal) which by const-

ruction is isomorphic to shs (H|4). Hew superalgebras shsc (NI4)

and shs£n^(Hl4) which generalize the D«3+1- conformal auperalgebra

SU(2,2IN) were constructed in refs./13-15/. In ref./i6/, h3CCO(4)

(a generalization of SU(2,2)) was used to build the cubic interac-

tion of conformal higher spins between themselves and with confor-

mal gravity. The corresponding lagracgian generalizes the VJeyl lag-

rangian C . The super3ymmetric version of ref./16/ will soon be

published.

The present paper is devoted to higher spin theories in one

and two dimensions, which generalize one- and two-dimensional su-

pergravitj'. Though these theories by themoelves, similarly to the
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D=2+1 theory, do not possess physical degrees of freedom on the

mass shell, yet they may ploy important role in understanding the

theories involving matter fields in Del,2,3. Representations of

the corresponding higher spin superalgebras can be realized Q S sym-

metries of the space of states in such theories.

The conformal algebra is infinite dimensional in one and two

dimensions. However, it contains a finite-dimensional subalgebra,

the little conformal algebra. In this paper we consider an exten-

sion of the little conformal algebra (and also of the adS2 and Pg

superalgebras) which involves higher spins is D»1 and D=1+1. The

higher spin extensionsof the Virasoro algebra (and the supercon-

formal algebras) will be considered in a subsequent paper.

2. Conformal higher spins in one dimension

The little conformal algebra in one dimension,

admits a simple oscillator representation in terms of Heisenberg

operators
A *

(2)

*' Interaction of the scalar field with higher spins in D=1

and 2 was considered in /37/.



where TO=D, T+=K, T_=P are dilatation, conformal -foosts and

translation generators. The S O ( 2 , 1 ) algebra admits a number of ex-

tensions which were classified in /17/. We shall be concerned only

with the superalgebra osp(IJ|2). The osp(1(2) suparalgebra follows

by adding the following generators

(4)

to (2).

The infinite-dimensional extension of the osp(i|2) superalge-

bra follows by.considering polynomials of arbitrary degree in the

cgfefibia'generatonolSTand tC J3/ • For calculational purposes it is
A

very convenient to go over to Weyl symbols A of the operators A

and work with the associative ^-multiplication of symbol? (see refs.

/3,t/ and /18-20/)

(5)

The basis in shs(il2) is naturally chosen as

(6)

where s=O,1/2,1.... is an so(2,1)-spin, and m=-s,-a+1....,s can be

interpreted as conformal weight (_ I. JJ, I m. J = "•• ' Y* ) .

The associative multiplication takes in this basis the form

S

S"
where the reduced matrix element is defined by
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and C are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients /21 / . The super-commutator

is defined in shs(1|2) by

,8} =
v;here the Grassmann parity of generators is

0 ID for s (half)integer.

The super-commutator of two basis elements assumes then the

form /11,i 2/

where 8(( nl^)<s't(O) for n even (odd).
The superaljjebra sha(1|2) admits invariant multilinear forms.

•fcr(A*&*-..*C)
i (12)

U \r\\ , ij s} ( 1 3 )

, s+m. /

for A,B,..»C being the elements of the Grassmann shell of the

first or second class /22,3/.

Gauge fields and parameters of shs(1J2) in D=1 are of the

form

~~ -T-S (15)



Gauge transformations are defined in the usual way, as (^"ct)

#

where W o and <S by definition are elements of the Grassraann shell

of the fir3t-eLiaS,i.e.,

With the field tranaforraation law (16) at hand, we can write

down the Lagrangian for ghosts which correspond to the shs(1|2)-3ym-

metry.

We introduce ghost fields

In accordance with the general theory /23-16/, the ghost lagrangian

is of the form

(18)

where the gauge fermion ia equal to

and

Choose the gauge in which all fields except for (jJQ J. =35'

are set to zero (€ = 4% (x)Oj J± is the einbein, and "T*-. fefi

is the translation generator). Then



The ghost lagrangian becomes in this gauge a sum of quadratic terms

(22)

where Clfc, = JC^-m. )CS+m.+4 )'.
The lagrangian (2.2) can be brought to the form

= 21
where C m. = C rn + «•"

Consider now an extended version based on the superalgebra

shs(H+1|2) /3/. It follows by adding the Clifford generating elements

The gauge and ghost fialds which correspond to shs(H+i|2), are of

the form ,

where (i) C U 0 and L~ have the structure

given by eqs.(15), (i^f) and are antisymmetric tensora with respect

to the internal indices; (ii) M A are the symbols of ^.
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The structure of the ghost lagrangian £ is the same as that

i eq.(18 ) v/ith the ̂ -multiplication and the trace now being defined

th the Y; -s accounted for. The ghost lagrangxanYxn this case

Jces the form

^ A / ^

ere oC is an index ranging from 1 to 2 C0'

3. Conformal higher spin3 in t;vo dimenaions

The little conformal algebra in D=1+1 is given by a sum of tv*o

nformal algebras for one dimension

ich act, respectively, on the coordinates X and X • The

per-extension involving conformal higher spins is of the form

sUMia)+«sKs(iuL . {26)

The corresponding gauge fields take the form

T' s C27)

+ _ - g
ere | ̂ are the generators (6) with the substitution

The gauge fields (jUu tn represent tensor and spin-tensrr

or half-integera) components in the light-cone coordinates.

The curvatures of the superalgebra (a6) have the form

ft



•t-

s's" s + s/ . s,

and similarly forTl.

Now, choose the invariant action aa

S o=

where /) ̂  ^ + "^ , * ̂  =^| *^ ̂  T Z ^ W ) °̂e the

rangion multipliers, and R_ ai(2 «v aX"AclX . .

By the invariance of the bilinear form, the action (30) is in-

variant under the gauge transformations

The ghost lagrangian in this case assumes the form

(33)

*' Hote that our equations for S=j?,i ft- MV, »n = ^

L M V ^. = 0 (*6lL ^,= 0 for s>1) differ from the equations of

ref./29/. Hamely, instead of the constraints T({«v]) = T(M} ^^^

we have imposed the constraints ((O(S)
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Now, choose the light-cone gauge

(with + CtL.il an<i "CO- *4 boing t"e nonzero components of

the flat zr/eibein, see the Appendix). In this gauge the total action

can be brought to the form (which follows upon integrating out

ity _ c + ajr
By the transformation

& = ĉ _̂  • a

the action (35) can be brought to the form

A Si O- Ct;+_, »t + C fn t7+ Cm + ^ m 9 . C ml
v;hich is similar to eq.(23).

The above gauge, similar to any axial gauge, leaves a residual

symmetry with parameters obeying certain differential relations

such as 9 +



The (H,l!)-extended confornal superalgebra In trio dimensions

is a sum of two fiuperalgebras for one dimension,

) + Q shs(JUt1|2)_ .

The most interesting case is 11=1!. Qheu II=Ii=2k,

sho(ak+i!2)+ ® shs(2k+1|2)_ CZ oha(2k-f2l2).

ihe Clifford generating elements T£ (i=1 2k+1) are split

into two sets /3/ . ^

t(0 = PI *P* (l+ = "o" C^-~ '> ^ *1--'*2J«+1 (38)

A

with I i± projecting into the 'right' and the 'left' subalgebrc.

Let us write dorm the expression for curvatures in this case

+" D S _ r\ +, % g _ . — + , c

and similarly for " a .

4. Higher spins in

3?he adSp-3uperal£ebra ospd|2) is defined by the coEmutation

relations Ok

>-^MrMp±>*P±,

where p» is the inverse adSg radius. Gauge fields end curvatures
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of the corresponding infinite-dimensional higher spin extension,

shs(i(2), are of the form

T $(\<L SfSUS'+ S*- S+l U) A x
( 4 2 )

A flat apace limit ^ -*. 0 . which gives rise to

is available in eq.(42). She corresponding curvatures generalize

the D=1+1 Foincare supergravity curvatures, and the superalgebra

shsf(i|a) (f for flat) extends the D*1+1 Golfand-Lichtman superal-

gebra.

The action for these theories has tho form (30) and the ghost

liagrangion coincides with that in eq.(32), ivith all quantities

now talcing values in shs(ij2).
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5. Conslusion

Let ><s note that the conformal higher-spin infinite-dimensional

symmetries in one and two dimensions considered above generate the

ghost sector (25), (37) analogous to the ghost sector which emerges

when covariantly quantizing the 3upe.-particle /27-28Z and the closed

Green-Schwar* superatring /: , 28,3<52i^Note at the same time that

while the superparticle and superstring theories involve reducible

generators and, accordingly, ghosts of each generation are ghosts

for ghost of the proceeding generation, in the higher spin theory,

on the other hand, the infinite dimensional symmetry with irredu-

cible generators is given a3 a whole from the very beginning and

all the ghosts arise just as ghosts for this symmetry>

This supports the idea that a formulation of superstring and

superparticle exists in which gauge fields of all spins are pre-

sent and the gauge algebra described in the configuration space

by an infinite number of irreducible generators.

It mrv be hoped that in the open string theory the a.aSz -

higher spin symmetry plays an important role. Both in the open

string theory and in the CtCl-Jj-higher spin theory, the little

conformal group in two dimensions, so(2,2), gets broken down to

3o(2,1). In that case the dimensional constant of the open string

theory, the strings' length parameter, is related to the cosmolo-

gical constant of the ClotS^ —higher spin theory.

Extending to three dimensions the analogy between the ghost

sector of higher spin theories in D«1,2 and superpeurticle and su-

perstring theories, it may be conjectured that the ghost lagran-

gian of the aupermembrane theory in the covariant quantization has

the structure of the type of I/1 ( C * 9 C j , similar to the

higher spin theory in D»2+1 in the axial gauge fiZ/3/.
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It may be conjectured that the ttCL^j —higher spin theory ia

related to the supermembrane without Weyl invariance/ 31-3J /whe-

reas the higher spin superconformal theory corresponds to the ffeyl--

invariant supermembrane/ 3 A ~3S"/m

We hope to return to these problems in the future.
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Appendix

Spin s+1 in D>4 was described in /10.38.39/ by the following

set of gauge fields:

1) for integer a,

= 0

(A.2)

(A.33

2) for half-integer s

a J (A.4)

where oL and f3 are spinor indices and Jjf** J ^ ' W i ^ ? • Con-

sider this set of fields in D-2 *K

In the light-coordinates the only nonzero components are

1) integer s

l>0

*-"• S (A.5J

; Our notations for tv/o dimensions are: a,b,c-0,1 (tangent space

indices) M , )> = 0,1 (world indices)^ * « / _ ( + j ~ ̂ /

and the two dimensional Majorana Spinor is J - I Vil f
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2) half-integer s

.Ml (A.6)

s *
Thus, in the spin-tensor formalism the shs(i|2)- (and its flat

contraction shs (il2)) Gauge fields have the form (A.1-4) with

s = 0 , 1/2, 1,... . Further, the two-dimensional supergravity

fields are, in our notations,

Gauge fields of S*1+1 conformal higher spin superalgebra are

given by a double set of fields (A.1-4).

The conformal algebra in D»1+1 reads

(A.8)

vihere Pjtare light-oome components of the translation and conformal

boosts generators, and D and H are generators of dilations and

pseudorotations.

The +T and "I generators, which are given by

(A.9)
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Span the ao(2,1)+ and SO(2 , 1 } _ algebras respectively. The fields

of the conformal gravity are, in our notations,

(A.10)

because fi T+ = Tf ' ̂  T.= T_| . ̂ T * = T * (of .eq«.
(2) and (6)). ^

The flat zweibein ia Q^ — ^ , or,

comes from the > r i ation ± — ~-i ).
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